For the engineering of foamed food products, knowledge about the foam microstructure as well as about its dynamics and stability are of critical importance to the quality and sensorial perception of the product. Using fast micro-CT in the laboratory as well as ultra-fast in situ phase-contrast synchrotron CT at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility accurate information about the entire pore distribution in lactic protein foams is obtained almost instantaneously. This study displays the four-dimensional structural dynamics of milk-protein foam decay over time with unparalleled temporal and spatial resolution of the measurement data (2s scan time at 2.7 µm voxel sampling). 3D volume data processing and pore size analysis down to single pores of 50 µm size is applied to a 15 minutes cine-tomography series monitoring the 4D time decay of β-lactoglobulin foam, providing new insights into the dynamics of liquid protein foams. 
Introduction
Protein foams and, in particular, foams, which are stabilized by the milk proteins β-Lactoglobulin and micellar casein, play an increasingly important role in modern food industry: i.e. for the development of foamed nutritious products. For the latter, the pore size distribution and the structural stability of the foam over time are the key material parameters, whereby micro-foams with a very fine porosity and a very slow coarsening rate are generally preferred. The foam stabilizing abilities of milk proteins make them a very good candidate for engineering food products. To improve these products, a better understanding of the relationship between the production process and the structural properties of the foam is essential. (Lim et al. [1] )
Because appropriate quantitative methods are not readily available up today, the structural characterization of liquid foams, which feature structural changes, is still difficult (e.g. milk protein foams decay already after 10-15 minutes) (Lim et al. [1] ).
Fast X-ray micro computed tomography (µ-CT) appears to be the perfect solution for the task at hand. µ-CT is a non-invasive 3D imaging technique which can achieve a spatial resolution of few micrometers and less (Bonse et al. [2] ). From the 3D data quantitative geometric information of the micro-structure of foams can be measured directly, so that pore size, diameter, shape as well as cell wall thicknesses can be analyzed accurately and with sufficiently large statistics [3, 4, 5] , serving as input to numerical modelling of the structural dynamics (Liebscher et al. [6] ). With current state-of-the-art technology the authors have already demonstrated a µ-CT acquisition rate of 8 s per scan for foams (Zabler et al. [7] ).
Because the requirements for non-invasive three-dimensional in situ characterization of protein foams are very difficult to meet for standard laboratory-based X-ray µ-CT, using a synchrotron light source is the only option to reduce the measurement time to one second or less while maintaining a resolution of 10 µm or less. Using synchrotron µ-CT, Babin et al. [8] recently observed successfully the changes in the cellular structure of bread during baking.
In this study a laboratory and a synchrotron µ-CT setup were used to characterize protein foams with applied image processing and volumetric data evaluation in order to calculate the quantitative descriptors for every single pore. As a representative system to be used for the development of the characterization procedure, milk and 3 β-lactoglobulin foam are chosen. Apart from mere pore size distribution, the foams time dependent structure is investigated, in order to gain insight into the dynamics of milk protein foams.
Material and Methods

Laboratory-based µ-CT
For this foaming experiment we employed a µ-CT setup at the Fraunhofer Development Center X-ray Technology (EZRT) which has already been described by Zabler et al. [7] . The foam is generated in a 8 mm wide glass column and images are recorded at time points of 2 min, 4 min and 6 min after the initial foaming process.
The column is scanned with continuous sample rotation (fly-by) over 180°.
Depending on the rotation speed, CT volumes can thus be recorded in scan times down to 8 s for a volume of 512³ voxels (389 projection images). The foam structure is thereby recorded with an effective voxel sampling of 17 µm and a spatial resolution of ca. 70 µm.
Milk foam
For the laboratory X-ray µ-CT scans a commercial cellular food product was studied (liquid milk foam from an aerosol bomb). This foam features a moderate decay time and relatively thick cell walls, as compared to the protein foams described next.
Synchrotron phase-contrast µ-CT
Synchrotron phase-contrast µ-CT was used during the dedicated beamtime MA1548 on the ID-19 imaging beamline at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in Grenoble, France.
From the previous laboratory experiment which predicted pore sizes as large as 0.5 mm we decided that a larger diameter of the foaming column (2 cm) was essential to study the foam decay in situ. Fortunately, ID19 provides a sufficiently large and coherent beam to illuminate a 2 cm x 1cm field of view (FOV). To maximize the photon flux and minimize the scan time a special undulator source was inserted: a so called single harmonic undulator which features non-periodic pole pairs and has its peak emission at ~19 keV thus providing a "pink beam" of 5 cm x 1 cm size (actually defined by the exit window of the vacuum path). To record high-resolution images at 1 kHz full frame-rate, we used a CMOS camera (pco.DIMAX, 2016 x 2016 4 pixels, PCO GmbH, Germany) coupled to an X-ray scintillator (a 1 mm thick scintillating fiber optical plate (sFOP) for 11 µm pixel size, hence 1:1 optics, and a 300 µm thick LuAG:Ce single-crystalline disc for the 2.7 µm voxel size (1:4 optics)).
Note that the 1:4 optics yields a high-resolution, region-of-interest CT of the inner foam structure. To enhance the visibility of the foam cell walls by means of inline Xray phase-contrast the detector was placed 1 m downstream of the sample (for the large FOV), 20 cm for the high-resolution mode respectively. To avoid artifacts caused by radial acceleration of the foam, the sample rotation axis limit was set to 
β-Lactoglobulin foam
For the faster synchrotron measurements β-lactoglobulin (BLG) protein-foam was chosen for its good foaming properties. It is a model system for the investigation of milk protein foams. The foam is produced on site second before the experiment by a foaming apparatus using the aeration method of Waniska and Kinsella [9] .
The protein BLG was refined with a purity of 99.84% from an isolate of whey proteins (WPI 895, Fonterra, New Zealand) using a method described by Toro-Sierra et al. [10] . BLG powder was dissolved in deionized water to yield a protein concentration of 1% (w/w). To ensure full hydration, the dispersion was stirred overnight. For the present study, because BLG is known to be least stable at pH 3, the pH of the solution was set to this very point by adding 1 M Hydroclorid acid (HCl). The temperature of the solutions was constant around 20 °C .
For the foaming process, a DFA100 -Dynamic Foam Analyzer -unit from Krüss GmbH Germany was used. The system is based on the aeration method introduced by Waniska and Kinsella [9] . 10 ml of the solution are filled in the sample container.
The solution is foamed for 20 s by injecting compressed air at 1.5 bar pressure 5 (0,065 l n min -1 ) through the floor of the vial which is a porous ceramic membrane with a pore diameter of 9 -16 µm (G4 porosity). Afterwards the pillar with the foam is taken out of the apparatus and directly placed in the CT-System. The same process is carried out three times in order to estimate the reproducibility of the foaming process.
Data processing and analysis
Prior to tomographic reconstruction the radiographic images were filtered with the ANKAPhase software (version 2.1beta3, cf. Weitkamp et al. [11] ) which includes image restoration by means of deconvolution with a Gaussian kernel, combined with single-distance phase retrieval according to Paganin [12] . The phase-radiographs were then processes by a filtered back-projection (FBP) using the program PyHST (Mirone et al. [13] ). Figure 1 shows a photo of the sample along with a typical slice from the CT-volume data. The structural analysis of the foam is detailed in Fig. 2 . First the volume images are binarized by applying a hysteresis threshold combined with a recursive snow filter.
Thereby, the original 8-bit gray-value image is first binarized at a relatively bright grey level (thus creating seeds for the hysteresis), and -after removal of all foreground objects smaller than 100 voxels (snow filter) -a stepwise growth is performed based on descending integer grey levels -until a defined (low) grey level threshold is reached. This method avoids the erroneous selection of brighter voxels not belonging to the cell walls, yet it fails at segmenting the very thinnest walls which are not in contact with one of the seeds during the first step of the binarization. For retrieving the latter, the resulting binary 3D images are segmented using an Euclidean distance transformation and an adaptive water-shedding algorithm from the Software ToolIP For the high-resolution synchrotron µ-CT series (BLG at pH 3.0) individual growth and shrinkage of a select pore cluster was analyzed, which coalesced at the latest time point (15 min) into one single pore. Starting from the latter a 3D mask was created by which the coalesced pores were identified in the previous time step, and so on until the initial pore ensemble was determined at t = 3 min. Prior to this 3D masking-and-finding procedure it was necessary to register all 5 datasets in polar coordinates so that central coordinates of corresponding pores would match. This registration is performed manually using the software ImageJ. Figure 3 shows the 3D rendering of the milk foam as it decays over time. Note that some of the pore cell walls in the foam can't be distinguished in the isosurface rendering because they are too thin to be detected by the imaging system which is strongly limited in spatial resolution. While the porosity near the column wall remains relatively stable over time a large macro-pore grows at the center of the cavity rising and consuming the smaller surrounding pores until only a thin liquid layer separates the bottom from the top of the column. Note, that for reasons of limited detector size and pixel-binning the column diameter had to be kept down to 8 mm. After two more minutes the remaining layer breaks and the remaining milk foam pours down the sample container walls (Fig. 3c) . Volumetric analysis of the smaller pores which prevail after this singular event reveals that despite a rapidly shrinking number of pores the pore size statistic does not change significantly over the entire series, i.e.
Results
Milk foam decay measured with the laboratory µ-CT system
the average pore diameter as well as the size distribution remain more or less the 7 same (data shown in Zabler et al. [7] ). Additionally, it has to be mentioned that hardly any pores with an ESD (Equivalent Sphere Diameter) below 250 µm could be analyzed, hence any structural changes below this threshold remain obscure. Table 2 ). During the whole sequence, the number of pores decreases monotonously, which is apparently caused by the vanishing of the smallest pores (ESD < 0.1 mm). Recording a BLG foam in high-resolution ROI µ-CT at the ESRF we obtained a more detailed view onto a small ensemble of pores, from which one pore cluster was selected (images taken at different times, are shown in Fig. 7 . This cluster was selected after data registration and 3D masking in order to define those pores which vanished during the series in order to merge into a single large pore at t =15 min (Fig.   7d ). While at the starting point (5 min, cf. Fig. 7a ) the cluster consists of more than 100 pores, these 101 become 85 after 7 min, and one single pore after 15 min. With the exception of the last two time steps (10 min and 15 min) the structural changes in the ensemble appear to be subtle, hence it is necessary to investigate the growth/shrink rate of each pore individually. Therefore, three random pores (labeled with their numbers in Fig. 7 ) in the cluster are selected for individual investigation. Single pore size evolution for these examples is displayed in Fig. 8 . As mentioned earlier, pore no. 1, which is large pore, consumes the complete ensemble at 15 min and shows a constant very fast growth rate of ca. The growth rate for all three pores appears to be more or less constant (linear).
Fig. 8:
Pore volume development of three pores (numbered in Fig. 7 ) over 15 min.
Discussion
The time-evolution of liquid and semi-liquid protein foams as reported in this study represents the spear tip of what is possible with today's 3D measurement techniques, both in terms of spatial and temporal resolution. While in laboratory CT faster scan times are generally achieved by sacrificing on the spatial resolution, hence on the microscopic detail of the volume data, both high spatial resolution and short scan times can be combined on a synchrotron beamline simply thanks to the high brilliance of the available X-ray beam. This is particularly important for the class of liquid foams from which we studied milk and milk protein foams, which feature a very broad pore size distribution: pores from 50 µm to 5 mm had to be measured in a sufficiently large volume (2 cm).
For the BLG scan times of 1 s or 2 s were a stringent requirement to measure the foam in its native state, while assuming a quasi-stationary structure which does not change during the scan. Any changes, hence violations of the stationary condition have been observed to add artifacts to the reconstructed 3D volume and obscure the measurement. In contrast to the synchrotron scans, the lab CT scans shown in this study required the addition of stabilizing factors to the protein solution in order to maintain a stable foam structure over 8 -15 s time. For both cases, the changes we observed in the foam structure between two timeframes were significant and it is highly desirable for future tests to achieve repeat cycles for 3D scans that are shorter than the 2 -5 min delay which were applied in this study. 2 minutes was actually the time required to transfer one set of projection images (one scan) from the camera RAM to the hard drive. This delay can be overcome by realizing a continuous data spooling.
Synchrotron facilities provide a highly brilliant X-ray beam, thus allowing for scanning times and data quality which cannot be achieved (at least not simultaneously) with laboratory X-ray sources. Using high-precision fast rotation and a CMOS sensor, a complete µ-CT scan is recorded in one or two seconds. The air-liquid interface contrast is thereby greatly improved by the formation of phase contrast in the images.
Using ToolIP software from Fraunhofer ITWM for the image analysis we are able to extract geometric and structural parameters of every single pore in the volume. When the synchrotron setup is employed in high resolution mode the FOV is restricted to a few hundred pores, but one the other hand the geometry of the smallest pores is more accurately reproduced. Therefore, in order to study a limited ensemble of pores in a cluster -and, possibly referring the growth rate of each individual pore to its neighbors, following the way we here demonstrated for three pores -this imaging mode is preferred.
Regarding the non-invasive nature of the technique it has to be mentioned that the Plexiglas vial through which the foams were measured at the synchrotron, first developed a yellow color under the radiation, then after 10 -12 hours the material formed a network of fine hair cracks which caused the structure to collapse. Despite the fact that the X-ray absorption by the water-protein solution which forms the cellwalls is very little and of the order 10 -4 , the effective dose during a single scan can be as high as 10 5 Gy (Langer et al. [15] ). During the scans we did not observe a structural behavior of the irradiated foam that was significantly different from the nonirradiated parts. When comparing the solution's pH before and after the scans did not reveal any change which would indicate a major increase in free radicals from the ionization. With appropriate precaution we therefore hypothesize that the structural decay of the foam was not influenced by radiation effects, at least not on a measurable time and length scale.
In order to assess the error of the measurement introduced by the image processing Reproducibility of the foam structure appears to be mostly limited by small contaminations of the protein solution caused by using the same vial for all experiments, as well as by demixing of the solution when it was used some time after the mixing procedure. In order to predict the foaming behavior more accurately from such measurements, one will have to work on the suppression of these effects.
Conclusion
With the sub-µ CT-System at the Fraunhofer EZRT it is possible to realize scan times down to 8 s for a 3D volume of 512³. This allows for the investigation of moderately stable foams, like milk. Yet more instable systems, as well as systems with a lower viscosity of the liquid phase cannot be measured in the laboratory µ-CT system because of an insufficient spatial and temporal resolution. Another drawback of the laboratory system, which becomes apparent from our results, is the fact that milk or protein solutions have a very low X-ray attenuation compared to air, hence the image contrast of the µ-CT scans is very poor and perturbed by strong photon noise.
As we demonstrated, the quality of protein foam scans is highly improved through the use of a brilliant X-ray beam as is the case at a synchrotron light source, allowing for high speed scans and phase contrast. The X-ray beam was therefore optimized both for size, homogeneity and flux rather than for reduced bandwidth. Hence, a pink configuration (without monochromator) was used for the experiment with a diamond window and Be window as the only mandatory optical components in the beam path.
Phase contrast and numerical phase retrieval proved to be robust to these violations of the boundary conditions which are generally assumed for phase techniques, i.e.
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high spatial detector resolution and a narrow energy bandwidth of the beam. Phase maps were successfully retrieved from radiographs which are recorded with a sFOP screen, sampled at 11 µm pixel size and an approximate point spread of 30 µm. The high brilliance is thus mainly used for working at a very low beam divergence, hence a fairly good partial transversal optical coherence.
In the field of food technology, µ-CT has already been successfully applied to study the porous structure of dried banana slices (Léonard et al. [16] ), yeast (Debaste et al.
[17]), wheat flour dough (Bellido et al. [18] ), and the microstructure of processed meat (Frisullo et al. [19] ) as well as various other porous food products (Lim et al. [1] ). Yet, all samples which were measured in these studies did not change their structure over a short time. "Short" meaning the acquisition time which is required for a typical µ-CT scan: 10 min to 1h 20 min. During the µ-CT scan the sample microstructure has to remain stable over time otherwise the volume information is destroyed by strong imaging artifacts. Consequently, successfully applying µ-CT to liquid and semi-liquid foams requires much shorter scan times in order to fulfill this assumption. The time constant over which protein foams remain globally stable is several minutes, yet structural changes (displacement, coalescence, coarsening) at the level of single pores occurs within seconds or less. µ-CT has the big advantage, compared to other methods, that the technique is non-invasive, i.e. the object is not influenced through the procedure. This way the same sample can be investigated several times and its behavior can be observed over time. Tab. 1
